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From the Editors' Desks:
Milestones and Keepsakes
BY PAT GALLANT

& MARY Jo

FINNEY

Dear Readers,
Do you harbor keepsakes and artifacts of milestone times in your
life: photos, letters, cards, diplomas, baby shoes, or even yellowed
crepe paper from a special birthday party? Perhaps you used
words to preserve the facts and feelings in your diary or journal,
to ensure they would not be forgotten. The Golden Anniversary
of the Michigan Reading Association is a major milestone in our
history. To honor that occasion, devoted MRA members worked
to collect artifacts and documents from the past five decades to
create a special memory book accompanying this shorter winter
PAT
issue of The Michigan Reading Journal. It is a gift and treasured
MARYJO
keepsake that highlights people, events, and our many accomplishments in promoting "Literacy for Life" in Michigan.
We also reproduced a second vintage piece for you:
It underscores why we have reason to join in the 50 th
the position paper issued by the MRA at a special
birthday jubilee that is planned during this year's
time in our history. "Reading Redefined: A Michigan
state conference.
Reading Association Position Paper," presented and
The creation of the Michigan Reading Journal was
explained the Michigan Definition of Reading when
truly a ~ilestone event in our organization's history.
it was introduced in 1983. To help us appreciate
Just 11 years after the establishment of the MRA,
the significance of MRA's role in garnering support
the Michigan Reading Journal made its debut as a
for the new definition, Mary Jo interviewed Nancy
5x7 black and white pamphlet. When our president
Seminoff and Elaine Weber for their perspectives on
Cindy Clingman shared that first issue with us, we
its creation and adoption.
felt a daunting connection to past MRJ contributors
"Teachers as Writers" is dedicated to a milestone
and decided to depart from the Journal's typical
event all teachers share - the first day of teachformat by designing this issue to reflect on the past
ing. Reading the memoirs of retired and practicing
as well as the present.
teachers, from 50 years ago to the present, lets us
If you were a member in 1967 and kept a copy of the
appreciate what has changed and what has remained
first issue among your keepsakes, you may recognize
the same.
the cover. Yes, we replicated the cover of the inauguAlthough this issue departs from our normal format
ral issue, embellishing it with gold where it was once
featuring research articles, we include book reviews
gray to symbolize the golden anniversary. Notice the
in our columns for young adult and children's books,
original MRA logo in the top left corner.
with a twist. We invited N. Suzanne Standerford
For newer members, you now have your own copy.
and Sandra Imdieke to serve as guest editors of "The
In ''Vintage Visions," the column that we introduced
Window Seat." With 11 contributing teacher authors,
in the fall issue, we reproduced a complete copy of
their column is "devoted to describing children's
MRJ's Volume One, Number One as a keepsake.
books that teachers use each day to awaken their
Reading through that first issue, you may be struck,
students to the thrill and craft of writing." Look for
as we were, by the content from 40 years ago. The
the curriculum uses they include where teachers
feature article, "Some Issues in the Teaching of
share how they used each book as a mentor text in
Reading," inspired Pat to compare the issues deemed
their writing programs.
important to reading back then, to those of the presWhile looking back allows us to appreciate how far
ent. We invite your comments and reflections on this
we have come, it is exciting to celebrate our presentarticle by way of a letter to the editors for our next
day accomplishments. We are pleased to inaugurate
issue!
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our first "Letters to the Editors" column! Read your
fellow readers' responses to content and please send
us your ideas, questions, and responses. Looking
ahead, we hope to receive your submissions of varied
original artwork and your "Quips and Quotes" about
teaching. Our goal for maximum reader participation
in the Journal, while maintaining the high standards of quality set by past editors, is being realized,
thanks to our readers.

with the National Writing Project in this issue, as
well. Each and every event and initiative points to
our vital future.
The Michigan Reading Association is 50 years old,
and that means that even richer, more rewarding
years are ahead. Happy Birthday, MRA!

As always, we include information about MRA's
future events. If you haven't yet registered for the
annual MRA state conference, it's not too late! Registration information about the conference and the
Golden Anniversary Celebration are on pages 7-12.
Look for information about MRA's new collaboration
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